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ABSTRACT

Intriguingly, research is scarce regarding eating pattern-based typology of women from the general population. A sample of 1107 women (Mean age = 34.94 ± 11.5) completed questionnaires assessing eating patterns, body image satisfaction, drive for thinness, and factors related to psychological well-being (self-esteem, flexibility, anxiety and depression symptoms). Based on the Dutch Eating Behavior Questionnaire, a cluster analysis generated three profiles: A “High Restrainted” group with elevated levels of the restrained dimension and lower scores of emotional and external behaviors; a “High Emotional and External” cluster with elevated scores for these two behaviors and lower score of the restrained pattern; a third cluster (“Low”) with lower scores of all eating behaviors. The “High Restrained” cluster, compared with “Low”, showed higher body image dissatisfaction, enhanced drive for thinness, increased anxiety and lower self-esteem and psychological flexibility. The “High Emotional and External” cluster showed even greater signs of unhealthy mental status, with scores for the above variables and for depressive symptoms significantly “unhealthier” than the “High Restrained” cluster. The findings revealed that women with eating styles characterized by “High restrained” or “Highly Emotional and External” are associated with significantly lower mental health status, which refines the psychopathological correlates of these eating patterns.
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INTRODUCTION

Subtyping women according to eating behavior

A cluster analysis to refine the psychopathological correlates of restrained, emotional and external eating. Susceptibility to weight gain and overweight can be understood at various levels ranging from genetic and physiological to psychological. At the psychological level of food intake, three main concepts exist about the etiology of overeating, each focusing on one type of eating behavior: psychosomatic (emotional), externality and restraint [1].

The psychosomatic type focuses on emotional eating, i.e., eating in response to emotional arousal states including anger, fear or anxiety. Emotional eating is thus considered as an atypical response to distress since emotional arousal is normally associated with biological responses, including hyperactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary axis, that are designed to prepare for a fight or flight reaction, thereby suppressing hunger. Considering that undereating and weight loss are typical and evolutionary adaptive responses to distress, it has been suggested that the unnatural response of emotional eating is an acquired behavior, possibly as a result of adverse events early in life [2,3]. On the other hand, chronic life stress seems to be associated with a greater preference for energy and nutrient dense foods or stronger drive to eat, and longitudinal studies suggested that chronic life stress may be causally linked to weight gain [4].

The externality style postulates that overeating is relatively unresponsive to internal physiological signals, similarly to the psychosomatic type. However, externality focuses on the external environment as a determinant of eating behavior, while the psychosomatic style emphasizes the role of internal emotional factors. External eaters eat in response to environmental food cues, such as the sight and smell of food. Another contrast with emotional eating is that externality is considered as an evolutionary adaptive response, related to the thrifty genotype concept [5]. This model suggests that evolution has favored genetic adaptations allowing humans to survive during periods of food shortages, including the ability to overeat in times of food abundance and rapidly develop fat on their bodies. Thus, external eating may be a general characteristic of humans, and not specific to overweight people [1].

The restraint type attributes overeating to dieting. This paradox is based on the concept of natural weight, a range of body weight that is homeostatically preserved by the individual. Attempts to lower body weight by the conscious restriction of food intake initiates physiological defenses, such as lowering the metabolic rate and the arousal of persistent hunger. When self-control is destabilized by disinhibitors, such as alcohol, anxiety, depression or even the consumption of high-energy foods, the cognitive resolve to follow a diet may easily be abandoned [6]. Counter regulation may then occur, resulting in excessive food intake. Thus, intense dieting may ultimately result in overeating patterns (that is, emotional or external eating), since both arousal and external stimuli disrupt the cognitive restraint normally exercised by dieters faced with persistent hunger [7].

This current study aimed at identifying a typology based on eating behaviors, using a classification method rather than a factorial/correlational approach. Indeed the variable-centered approach may underestimate the heterogeneity of individuals and proposes general findings and theoretical elaborations that might be somewhat artificial and inaccurate, as they result from the examination of samples combining dissimilar and disparate groups of individuals. In contrast, the person-centered approach, unraveling homogeneous groups of individuals, may reveal group-specific relations between variables that are obscured or masked by a globalizing variable-centered approach [8]. It is also important to note that cluster analyses are useful for determining the presence of subgroups of individuals with specific profiles. In addition, these analyses are valuable for assessing whether these subgroups are varying in frequencies of behaviors and/or symptoms. A comprehensive review article made an inventory of studies involving cluster analysis of dietary patterns, i.e., foods as they are actually consumed in various characteristic combinations [9]. However, research is scarce regarding classification studies based on eating behavior of women from the general population. In a recent pilot study Bouhlal, et al. [10] demonstrated the feasibility of identifying robust eating clusters or phenotypes. In addition, a cluster analysis of eating behaviors in Portuguese higher education students revealed three major eating styles, characterized by either high emotional, external and binge eating, high eating self-efficacy, or high dietary restraint [11].

This study thus aimed at characterizing, using cluster analysis, a typology of women from the general population based on three styles of eating behaviors. We expected to obtain clusters significantly differing from each other in terms of eating patterns, and we hypothesized that these clusters could be also differentiated on other variables, thereby validating the subtyping scheme produced by the cluster analysis. The variables measured included factors related to eating behavior (body image satisfaction, drive for thinness and self-reported BMI) and assessment of psychological well-being markers,
Eating behavior patterns were assessed using the Dutch Eating Behavior Questionnaire (DEBQ) under its French version [12,13]. It contains 33 items (e.g., “Do you have a desire to eat when you have nothing to do?”) rated from 1 = never to 5 = very often. Each item is allocated to one of the three following eating patterns: Restraint (10 items), Emotional (13 items) and External (10 items). The score of each dimension is the sum of the individual scores of each relevant item divided by the number of items in the dimension. Higher scores indicate higher occurrences of the respective pattern.

Body image dissatisfaction: Concern about body shape was measured using a French translation of the figure rating scale [14] which presents 9 female schematic silhouettes, ranging from very thin (= 1) to very obese (= 9). Each participant was asked to select the silhouette that best indicates her current body size and the silhouette that reflects her ideal body size. The final score was calculated by subtracting the score of “ideal body size” from that of “current body size”. A final score higher than 0 indicates body image disturbance.

Drive for thinness: This was assessed using the relevant subscale of the Eating Disorder Inventory-2 [15] under its French version [16]. It is composed of 7 items (e.g., “I feel extremely guilty after overeating”) scored as follows: Never, rarely, sometimes = 0, often = 1, usually = 2, always = 3. A higher score indicates a higher drive for thinness.

Self-esteem: Self-esteem was measured using the French version of Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale [17]. It contains 10 items (e.g., “On the whole, I am satisfied with myself”) rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). Items 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10 require inverse scoring. A high total score indicates an elevated level of self-esteem.

Anxiety and depression symptoms: These were measured using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale [18] under its French version [19]. This questionnaire contains 14 items, half of them dedicated to measuring depressive symptoms (e.g., “I feel as if I am slowed down”), and the other half to anxiety (e.g., “I feel tense or wound up”). Items are rated on a 4-point scale (e.g., not at all = 0, sometimes = 1, very often = 2, nearly all the time = 3). For each of these two subscales, high total scores suggest stronger symptoms.

Psychological flexibility: The Acceptance and Action Questionnaire-II (AAQ-II) is a seven-item measure of psychological flexibility defined as the ability to fully contact the present moment and the thoughts and feelings it contains without needless defense [20,21]. An item example is: “I worry about not being able to control my worries and feelings”. Each item is followed by a seven-category response scale, ranging from 1 = never true to 7 = always true. Higher scores indicate higher psychological inflexibility.

Statistical analyses

The statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 24.

RESULTS

Sociodemographic characteristics and descriptive statistics

The sample was composed of 1107 women who completed the questionnaire. Sociodemographic characteristics are shown in Table 1. The mean age of the sample was 34.94 years (SD = 11.5). About two thirds of the sample had a university degree, and a similar ratio had a job. Slightly more than two thirds of participants lived as a couple. About half of the sample had at least one child.

Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 2 (left part). The mean self-reported BMI of the whole sample (26.6 ± 7.05) is located within the 25-30 range considered as overweight. The mean score for body image dissatisfaction was higher than 0, suggesting body image disturbance. The mean score of depressive symptoms (5.36 ± 3.69) is below the threshold score of 8, indicating the absence of depressive symptoms. In contrast, the mean score for anxiety (9.55 ± 3.89) is in the 8-10 range, which suggests possible anxiety issues. Regarding self-esteem, the mean score is within the 25-31 range, corresponding to a low level of self-esteem. All scales showed Cronbach’s alpha values in the “very good-excellent” range (79-96).

Table 1: Sociodemographic Characteristics of the Sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) [range 18-65]</td>
<td>34.94 ± 11.50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI [range 15.82-55.57]</td>
<td>26.60 ± 7.06</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not overweight/obese (&lt;25)</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight (≥25 - &lt; 30)</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese (≥30)</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>30.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a couple</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>69.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>30.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate degree</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>43.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate or higher degree</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a job</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>67.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not having a job</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>32.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>49.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>35.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or more</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>14.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the sociodemographic characteristics of the sample, including age, BMI, marital status, educational level, professional status, and number of children.
Cluster analysis

Cluster analysis was conducted in two steps to generate profiles based on the individual scores for the three eating behaviors of DEBQ (restrained, emotional and external) converted to z-scores. Absence of multicollinearity was evaluated through the correlations between the variables selected for the cluster analysis (all variables had tolerance values > 65). In the first step, a hierarchical cluster analysis was conducted (Ward’s method with squared Euclidean distance). Based on the dendrogram and the aggregation curve, a three-cluster solution was identified and plotted (Figure 1) by representing the mean z-scores of each cluster on the Y-axis and the DEBQ eating patterns on the X-axis. In the second step, K-means clustering was used to assign individuals to one of the identified clusters. A discriminant analysis showed clear differences between clusters (Wilks’ λ = 188, p < 001) with 98.72% of cases correctly classified.

As shown in figure 1, a first cluster was composed of participants with scores of the restrained dimension higher than the sample mean by nearly one SD value, and scores below the mean for emotional and external patterns. This cluster was thus called “High Restrained” cluster (n = 351, 31.71%). A second cluster was constituted by individuals with scores of emotional and external behaviors higher than the sample mean by nearly one SD value, while their scores on the restrained pattern was close to the mean. This cluster was thus called “High Emotional and External” cluster (n = 396, 35.77%). The last cluster was composed of women with low scores (below the sample mean by at least half of one SD value) of the three eating patterns. It was thus named “Low” cluster (n = 360, 33.52%).

Using ANOVA and Tukey posthoc test, these clusters were compared to each other regarding sociodemographic data (age, educational level, self-reported BMI), eating behaviors, body image, depressive and anxiety symptoms, self-esteem and psychological flexibility. Firstly, this ANOVA revealed important differences between clusters regarding the Restrained, Emotional or External dimensions of DEBQ (Table 2), with large effect sizes (eta squared). This validated the cluster classification obtained above. Secondly, in comparison with “Low”, the “High Restrained” and “High Emotional and External” clusters showed significantly lower signs of mental health, the latter cluster displaying the most worrying scores of the three clusters. Indeed, the “High Restrained” cluster, compared with “Low”, showed an increased drive for thinness, a higher body image dissatisfaction, a higher anxiety score, and lower levels of self-esteem and psychological flexibility. The “High Emotional and External” cluster showed even greater signs of poor mental health than the “High Restrained” cluster, as its scores for all those variables and for depressive symptoms were significantly different and “unhealthier” than the “High Restrained” cluster.

Table 2: Descriptive statistics (left part) and typology of individuals on three eating patterns (right part): Cluster comparison using ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc test.
DISCUSSION

This study identified three profiles of eating behavior in a sample of French women, namely a "High Restrained" pattern, a "Highly Emotional and External" profile and a pattern with low levels of these behaviors. These three clusters displayed significant differences between each other when considering a number of variables. As mainstream outcomes, the “High Restrained” cluster showed a less healthy profile compared with the Low cluster, considering that almost all scores were less “healthy” in “High Restrained” compared with “Low”, including increased signs of disturbed eating behaviors (drive for thinness), higher body image dissatisfaction, increased anxiety, as well as lower self-esteem and psychological flexibility. Furthermore, the “High Emotional and External” cluster appeared to be even more altered than “High Restrained” in terms of mental health status. Indeed, the scores of the “High Emotional and External” cluster were significantly “unhealthier” than the “High Restrained” cluster, when considering all variables measured to characterize the different clusters (anxiety and depressive symptoms, drive for thinness, body image dissatisfaction, self-esteem, psychological flexibility, and self-reported BMI).

The three-cluster solution identified in this study is reminiscent of the results reported in Portuguese higher education students. Indeed, using cluster analysis of eating behaviours Poinhos, et al. [11] also revealed an identical number of eating styles, namely high emotional, external and binge eating (called “Overeating” cluster), high eating restraint cluster or high eating self-efficacy cluster appear to be very similar to those described in our study.

As an illustration of this correspondence, their “Overeating” cluster, in comparison with the two other clusters, showed the highest scores of emotional and external dimensions, which is also the case of our “High Emotional and External” cluster when compared with the “High Restrained” and “Low” clusters. The “Overeating” cluster also had an intermediate level of Rigid control (that can be taken as a dimension comparable with the restrained dimension of DEBQ), which is also a feature of our “High Emotional and External” cluster. On the same theme, both their “High self-efficacy” cluster and our “Low” cluster share the lowest scores of emotional, external and rigid control when compared with all other clusters. Moreover, in both studies, both the “High eating restrain/High restrained” clusters are characterized by the highest scores on the restrictive dimension, by emotional scores intermediate between the “Overeating/High emotional-external” and the “High self-efficacy/Low” clusters, and by external scores not significantly different from the “High self-efficacy/Low” clusters. Therefore the rate of similarity between our classification and that observed by Poinhos, et al. [11]. Appeared quite high, although both studies were performed on populations differing in age and educational level.

Regarding BMI, we observed that women from the “High restrained” group have a mean BMI higher than the “Low” group. One could have expected that the “High Restrained” group had a lower BMI, considering that restrained eating consists of intentionally limiting food intake to lose, or not gain weight. Nevertheless, restrained eating is determined by rigid rules and cognitions, as well as ignorance of internal regulatory signals such as hunger [6]. This pattern can thus be easily destabilized, leading to the abandonment of the cognitive resolve to diet, and ultimately resulting in excessive food intake [7], the risk of developing bulimic behaviors being higher when dieting was severe [22]. Therefore, the fact that the “High Restrained” group has a higher BMI than “Low” is consistent with the idea that restrained eating is involved in the etiology of overeating. Moreover, the fact that only the “Low” group is within the normal range for BMI, while the “High restrained” and “High Emotional and External” groups are in the overweight range supports the concept that these eating behaviors are involved in the etiology of overeating.

This study has limitations, including a cross-sectional design and self-reported measures. However, in the case of BMI, a study in a sample of women in France showed that the difference between self-reported and measured BMI was below 2% [23]. In addition, this study is based on a convenience sample, invited by social networks. Although internet data collection methods, using online completion of self-report questionnaires from self-selected samples, are consistent with findings from traditional methods [24], the possibility that participant self-selection may have biased the results cannot be excluded.

This study relies on a large number of participants, the psychometric qualities of the scales, and the overall replication of the subtyping proposed by Poinhos, et al. [11]’s in a student sample. Moreover, our study examined the psychological health status that was associated with each of the identified subtypes.

CONCLUSION

This study identified three distinct clusters based on eating styles in a sample of French women from the general population. Two of these clusters, representing altogether two thirds of the sample, are characterized, respectively, by “Highly Restrained” and “Highly Emotional and External” eating styles and are associated with significantly lower mental health status when compared to the third group defined with standard eating style. This further defines the psychopathological correlates of these eating patterns.
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